Mystic Silence and Dynamic Love
“ For I am imprinted on your soul.”
Jesus and Mary Magdalene
I am forever in His Presence. There is no time separate from Him. There never
has been.
As a child I felt that I loved Him. I did not know of Him, but He was always with
me. There is the sense of self, who I am, and then that self is filled differently. My
heart is what I am not. It is what He is. He has been with me; since the beginning I
have known Him and He has given me His heart’s strength, grace.
Everything is with me, vividly, as if all was occurring with this breath. There is no
distance. My experiences have no distance. I am in the Presence of everything I
have known.
The cave is silent. The silence is good for me. I am with my spirit and soul, and my
love, my friend. No one is pulling me from Him. It is the two of us here, although
it is only I. I see Him. He fills the cave with Light and the air of love. This is
everything for me, everything that is important to me; my treasure. For once you
have been in God’s Presence it is you, in your blood and bones. In the air you
breath and all that you see. He is here. Here in the cave with me, visiting. There is
no difference, the past and now. We know each other.
I only want to see Him and feel my heart. All the shattering traces are gone. Love
remains, stronger than anything I have experienced, stronger than me. My heart
reaches out with every thing in it to embrace Him. I can feel my heart stretch out
towards Him, and then, love divine, comes over my whole being. I am held in God,
lifted from earth. Every where I am He is. We walk this earth together.
It is possible to see His face emerge from my own, and His Light emanate from
within me and surround all present. He is the Healer, bringing all into the time of
God. My story is so vivid. So vivid, others are in the story experiencing freely my
every emotion as their own. The turning of facts to fit the needs of people, all
people. Every one is honored, their needs fulfilled effortlessly, softly, upholding
every man’s dignity. And, upholding the dignity of women as worthy of healing,
and telling the story of peace.

Jesus, near by the power of the sun, the gentle affection only God can give to every
one, in the same measure. Come with me and you will learn to be an alchemist in
this universe. You will do greater things than this, I hear Jesus say. The Spirit of
God lives eternally, creating through those who accept the great honor of His
Presence. This is how He loved. Cutting no deals, delivering no lies.
I want to bless the waters in the mountains. The Christians are safe here from the
threatened men, unable to match the power of Jesus. They intend to kill those who
witness to the power of God in Jesus. Again, we have moved to be free, safe from
jealous men, safe from the hunter’s knife.
Ignorance, not knowing what is possible to know, and not understanding what is
possible spiritually, is a knife that cuts from within the heart. I have experienced
spiritual truth in motion, these truths are beyond what I have heard spoken in the
synagogues or by my elders. Teachings of what God has done do not compare to
seeing God do what is only possible with divine love. Divine love mends what life
has torn apart. Divine love is within me now, it is the treasure of my heart and soul.
Divine love gives me knowledge of my soul. Divine love is the potency of the
human soul.
One hold this within the self. In expressions of love, Divine love is revealed, it
steps beyond the veil, and is in the midst of people. It can be seen. Divine love is
carried upon human love opening the heart to see more deeply, to hear what is said
within the story.
Divine love awakens every part of you at once; once you have heard and seen, you
do so always. It becomes too difficult to hide in the story. That kind of pretending
can not continue within you. I have observed this happening again and again, and
this is what frightens the elders of our origins. They have spent their lifetime
grasping at learning, and then, there are those who find knowing from Divine love.
When I first came near Jesus, there was a change in me. I was aware of being filled
with Light, Light all around me, Light to the very core of me. I could have been
overwhelmed! Some how I recognized that this was me. This was how I was
supposed to be. I had walked into my destiny and I was settled inside of me.
I sat there mesmerized by this man emanating the sun, He was as nurturing as the
sun. What He said, His gentle way, woke me up inside. I received Him completely
inside of me. I became Him, and yet, I was still me. At any moment I could be
aware of His full Presence within me. At first, this sensation, this reality, was new

to me. Now it is me, more than Mary Magdalene is me. I am not who my parents
took care of and nurtured, the woman from my family coming to a gathering in the
village square. I am forever different, and this is still true. I am full in a new way
that has become who I am.
I am there with Jesus. Jesus walks away within me as I leave to return home.
Home is unrecognizable, and becomes where Jesus is. Jesus in me feels complete
when I am physically near Him, listening, recording within myself, more of Him. I
am compelled to only know Him, this is all that satisfies me, motivates me. I only
recognize myself when His Light is full within me.
I close my eyes and I am His Light and it is all around me. He brought the sun to
me. Now, I am only with the recognition that the sun exists now, here outside and
inside in the same way. The sun’s light and warmth are inside of me, all around me
equally. This sun penetrates my bones, nothing is left separate. This is how it is. It
is as natural as the sun is.
I have become of what I was, and wasn’t. Jesus has given me something new. I am
new everywhere within me. I almost feel like I knew this was going to happen to
me when I was a little girl. The seed of this knowing was there, but the seed was
not formed and I could not read it.
I held a mystery within me, knowing there was something inside of me I could not
see. I would look at my parents unable to say, “ Can you see this seed in me?” I did
not use words and they remained silent to the seed.
Only being in the village square, meeting Jesus moved the seed from silence into
motion, taking in the Light of Jesus and becoming me. I am unsure of another way
of explaining this becoming. I am not the only one to know the sun within me.
Christ’s Vision
There, while Jesus was lifted on the cross, He looked into the lives of all people.
Jesus showed me the lives of others yet to be born. We looked at people in
ordinary times, deep into the future of human generation after generation. Jesus
looked at each individual with Divine love tracing the whole lifetime, struggles and
triumphs. He placed God’s undying love in each life to smooth the edges, open
hearts, promote love.

I am telling you Jesus has seen you in your life, and he has laid a trail of divine
Light in front of you to the moment of your death when He held you in His healing
and gentle hands. I watched him seeing every one born. There in the moments
before His death, the Father showed Jesus all of the souls given the baptism of
Jesus’s attention, given the organization that comes with Divine love. He prayed
and watched for each of us to receive God the Father’s gift. The gift of freedom
and peace. The gift of knowledge and direction. The gift of wisdom to know God. I
watched as each person was blessed individually. And then, His body let go of His
spirit.
I saw the Light of God enter into the self, a real change occurring from being full
of human experience to having the whole interior of the self filled with Light,
gentleness and wisdom. People shifted from a life centered in distraction, to a quiet
and reflective way of being human. This gift included a capacity to reflect on the
presence of God, to know the presence of God in real life, tangibly, physically and
to see clearly. Persons living with a constant infusion of divine Light, having a true
sense of, “What you have done for the least of them, you have done for me.” It is
having a peacefulness that is not disturbed by daily life activities. It is a constant
awareness of the Presence of God as the force of life within the self.
Fusing is the action of mystics. The mystic’s spirit and soul are transported to God
fusing with the divine, becoming so merged the self and the divine are one. This
awareness lifts the self from the laws of the person, being surmounted by the laws
of the Divine. The single unit, the self and the Divine, have a supernatural nature
that influences the experience of the self, no longer alone. The person fused with
the Divine is illuminated.
“ I am the light of the world” Jesus told all of us, and I am the Light within you.
Particles of Divine Light placed within a self engenders Divine qualities. The Light
organizes the person differently, by Divine observation. The self acquires
knowledge differently, by perception. Knowledge can be acquired from personal
experience. Learning from written word, spoken word and the more subtle levels
of observation of others.
Acquiring knowledge Divinely occurs by a different pathway. The Presence of
God merged within an individual hold that individual in the consciousness of the
Divine. This higher consciousness has different information contained within it.
The human mind then receives this wisdom. This different way of perceiving
information engenders a sense of peace and a coming home. It occurs that
information unobservable to the human being through normal learning channels is

known. This knowing occurs without effort, thus efficient. It occurs without error.
It occurs without proximity to what is known.
The content and the process are the outcome of Divine infusion within a human
being, causing a shift in process by it’s very nature for the human. The capacity of
the Divinely infused human has available two distinct processes. Learning can
occur through the average human experience or knowledge can be acquired
instantaneously as is the quality of knowing by God. In the quiet of personal peace
within the self the Divine can impress it’s knowledge. The human normal
experience is put at rest, and then the self is able to receive the impressions of the
Divine. The human being becomes the chalice and the Divine the arrow of Light
filling the chalice.
The triangle has three points. At the moment of conception there are two seperate
objects. They each have their own space. This is represented by the farthest points
of the triangle. At the moment of transformation those two seperate objects come
to one space at the third point of the triangle, dynamically becoming a new object.
The original two objects no longer are. In this moment there is only the dynamic
being which reflects Light.
In the moment the spirit and the soul of a person, each sharing a seperate space at
two points of the triangle, become merged with the essence of God a new being is
created. This being is a dynamic expression sharing the third point of the triangle.
What has emerged is a single being, body-mind-spirit-soul forever animated by the
essence of God. This being reflects the Light of God, and is the Light of God,
given by the expression of choice through free will. The triangle is filled with the
creative Light of God and becomes one, surmounting the three points of the
triangle by one Light and forming in the Light a single space. The triangle
transforms in to a sphere of Light. A sphere of Light like the sun.

Mystical Solutions
I am impressed with the old stories about God and the angels altering the life
course of groups and individuals. There have been appearances of the Divine, God
speaking directly to chosen individuals, directing their steps and empowering their
actions with unique strategies rendering unexpected outcomes. God has given us
standards through these visitations.

The Lord spoke to Joshua directing him to have all of his soldiers circle the walls
of the city, Jerico. There were to be seven priests surrounding the Arc of the
Covenant. They were instructed by God to carry ram’s horns, leading the soldiers
walking once around the walls for six days. The soldiers were to be quiet. On the
seventh day, this group was to encircle the walls of Jerico seven times, the seventh
time the priests were to give an especially long blast of the ram’s horns signalling
to those in procession to shout aloud. They did as Joshua had been instructed by
God, on the seventh day, in the seventh circling, the priests blew their ram’s horns
especially long and the people shouted triggering the walls of Jerico to collapse.
Joshua lead his people to victoriously destroying the city of Jerico. It was known,
“cursed before the Lord be the man who attempts to rebuild this city, Jerico. He
shall lose his first born when he lays it’s foundation, he shall lose his youngest son
when he sets up it’s gates.” {Joshua 6:26}
The operative source of all these changes is the energetic power of God. When
instructions are followed, exactly, the action sets an energetic pattern in motion.
God responds to this man made precision with divine blessing increasing the
energetic value of that particular action, surmounting natural law creating a unique
to nature change.
The action of impeccability, motivated by love and desire to know God more
deeply, is a rewarded invitation to God. Jesus taught us to have precision in our
thoughts and actions. James the Just teaches us to be silent, and in that silence we
experience the Presence of God within us. We experience the merging of the Spirit
of God joining within us. We become the temple in which God exists; a holy
sensation in our heart. Our heart, within us, becomes sacred. In this sacred space
within us, we decide to pace ourselves slowly, matching the energy of the divine
within us. The merging feels like every cell of our body and all around us is
imbued in the Light of God. This is important, nothing else is. We, who are close
to Jesus know this. The world of our lives shifts to accomodate divine love,
foremost, a shift that honors sensitivity and gentleness.
One is to use discernment regarding circumstances that are the same but presented
as different, but not being different. A real change is a transformation of
circumstances, never to be what it was, again. And then, God protects the
combined work of human and Divine. An energetic seal is placed in the
transformation ensuring the outcome for all time. Matthew, {26:13}, told us God
said in Jesus’s story of the fig tree, “Heaven and Earth shall pass away, but my
words will not pass away.” When God secures a change for His obedient chosen
one, the one who listens and acts, the change is a transformation, a real change.

The energetic seal is the Presence of the Spirit of God within the self. A sense of
contentment showers the soul.
The Chalice and the Divine
The Presence of Jesus engendered transformation, enlightening human
consciousness by the Spirit of God, the love of the Father for all creation.
The chosen of God arrived by boat to the coast line of Southern France. There was
still mass confusion about the words of Jesus, dear apostles and friends were
executed. Protection of the Word and experience of the Presence of God was
necessary. We traveled from Isreal and arrived at Saintes-Maries-de la-Mer, near
Marseilles. Myself, Mary Magdalene, my sister Martha, brother Lazarus, Maximin,
Mary Jacob, Mary Salome, Sara and several others were embraced with the grace
of God by the people of Provence, in 46A.D. My friend Maximin became the
Bishop of Marseilles, Martha settled in Tarascon. Paul came with missionaries by
way of the Mediterranean to be with us. James the Just, Jesus’s brother, had been
in Marseilles many times since 35 A.D and he also had traveled to England. I
traveled and then was settled in la Saint Baume, near Maximin. I spent time alone
in the cliff caves, to be entirely with Jesus.
I shared my spiritual life with Maximin and those that journeyed to be with us. I
taught to those who could listen the powerful words and experiences of Jesus. My
every moment was filled with longing to be with Christ. The atmosphere near me
engendered contimplative prayer. The penitant desires to empty the human self and
be filled with this atmosphere of Divine Love. This occurs with out an intellectual
plan. It is in fact, a putting aside of all plans, impressions and goals. And, then
resting. Upon resting and loving God, that love of God merges with Divine Love
and the two become one. This one love is infused with the Light of God.
If this becomes a dailey, hourly, awareness and experience, desiring above all
others and above all other experiences Divine love, then Divine love surmounts the
human process. This is permanent. The Light of God becomes part of the human.
Jesus said that we could do all that He has done and more. This is how that
happens. He was Divine Light in a human form. The human form can become
filled with Divine Light and to the measure this occurrs is the measure of knowing
within the human of that which is immediate in time. To this measure, one can
experience distance as immediate; perceiving, physically, in the immediate what is
at a distance.

This is the pathway of the soul at home on Earth. Being on Earth but not bound by
Earth and the laws of nature while in nature. It is ascending with in the human
being to the Divine and being freed. Free to be able to function within the laws of
nature and to also function in Divine experience. For now I call this Divine
experience, realizing that there is no way to fully be in or know Divine Law. The
human capacity limits the full Divine experience. The gifts of God are tremendous,
they are the gifts of the Holy Spirit and not the Holy Spirit.
These gifts of the Holy Spirit in human experience, are the center of the ancient art
of alchemy. The Light of God infused in an object of a lesser vibration, earthly
matter, brings to that substance the gold Light of God creating gold. The Earthly
matter of human beings, through prayer, are filled with the Light of God and that
reflection can be observed by another human being who can see the Light. It is in
seeing the Light that one can know an alchemist, that is one who has received the
Light. One who has received the Light holds the Light within and reflects the Light
in their very being. The Light has a healing influence on other beings, thus the gifts
that Jesus had expressed in the world are expressed by others through the Light.

